We study the motion of paramagnetic colloidal particles placed above magnetic bubble domains of a uniaxial garnet film and driven through the lattice by external magnetic field modulation. An external tunable precessing field propels the particles either in localized orbits around the bubbles or in superdiffusive or ballistic motion through the bubble array. This motion results from the interplay between the driving rotating signal, the viscous drag force and the periodic magnetic energy landscape. We explain the transition in terms of the incommensurability between the transit frequency of the particle through a unit cell and the modulation frequency. Ballistic motion dynamically breaks the symmetry of the array and the phase locked particles follow one of the six crystal directions. DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.99.038303 PACS numbers: 82.70.Dd, 66.20.+d, 67.40.Hf A particle driven through a periodic potential with pinning sites reveals fascinating dynamics which encompass localization at the pinning sites, ballistic motion through the lattice, or even superdiffusive (chaotic) motion. Theoretical models cover a broad range of phenomena, e.g., atomic diffusion on metallic surfaces [1], flux flow in Josephson-junction arrays [2] , and the motion of phonons in the Frenkel-Kontorova model [3] . Recent experiments with holographic optical tweezer [4, 5] , have shown that colloidal particles represent an experimentally accessible model system to investigate how the particle dynamics is affected by a corrugated potential. There, a periodic potential was generated with a laser using diffractive elements. However there is a rich variety of means to achieve miniaturized periodic patterns resulting in, e.g., high dielectric or magnetic susceptibility contrast modulations. In particular, cylindrical magnetic ''bubble'' domains in uniaxial garnet films provide strong and externally tunable magnetic pinning sites at the location of the domain walls of the magnetic bubbles. External modulations alter the bubble domain pattern and drive paramagnetic particles placed above the film through the bubble array.
We study the motion of paramagnetic colloidal particles placed above magnetic bubble domains of a uniaxial garnet film and driven through the lattice by external magnetic field modulation. An external tunable precessing field propels the particles either in localized orbits around the bubbles or in superdiffusive or ballistic motion through the bubble array. This motion results from the interplay between the driving rotating signal, the viscous drag force and the periodic magnetic energy landscape. We explain the transition in terms of the incommensurability between the transit frequency of the particle through a unit cell and the modulation frequency. Ballistic motion dynamically breaks the symmetry of the array and the phase locked particles follow one of the six crystal directions. A particle driven through a periodic potential with pinning sites reveals fascinating dynamics which encompass localization at the pinning sites, ballistic motion through the lattice, or even superdiffusive (chaotic) motion. Theoretical models cover a broad range of phenomena, e.g., atomic diffusion on metallic surfaces [1] , flux flow in Josephson-junction arrays [2] , and the motion of phonons in the Frenkel-Kontorova model [3] . Recent experiments with holographic optical tweezer [4, 5] , have shown that colloidal particles represent an experimentally accessible model system to investigate how the particle dynamics is affected by a corrugated potential. There, a periodic potential was generated with a laser using diffractive elements. However there is a rich variety of means to achieve miniaturized periodic patterns resulting in, e.g., high dielectric or magnetic susceptibility contrast modulations. In particular, cylindrical magnetic ''bubble'' domains in uniaxial garnet films provide strong and externally tunable magnetic pinning sites at the location of the domain walls of the magnetic bubbles. External modulations alter the bubble domain pattern and drive paramagnetic particles placed above the film through the bubble array.
The ability to tune the particle interaction with the pinning lattice and to vary the strength or frequency of the external driving modulation leads to novel implications for both device fabrication [6] and fundamental studies [7] .
Here we report on the externally driven dynamics of paramagnetic colloidal particles in an aqueous solution above a regular lattice of magnetic bubbles. A precessing external magnetic field simultaneously controls the bubble array pattern and the colloidal particle motion. The field precession lets the colloidal particles either orbit around one localized magnetic bubble, stochastically or ballistically move through the bubble lattice, or confines the motion to the interstitial region between the neighboring bubbles. We show that the different regimes of motion are controlled by the precession frequency , and the normal component of the magnetic field H z . Using video microscopy with a particle tracking routine, we identify the transitions between the various regimes and determine the full dynamical phase diagram of the driven system.
To create a magnetic bubble lattice we use a ferrite garnet film with uniaxial anisotropy and composition 4 A=m. The equilibrium domain pattern of such a film is a stripe labyrinth pattern. High frequency (12 10 3 s ÿ1 ) magnetic field pulses of amplitude 10 5 A=m normal to the film enforce the formation of the metastable magnetic bubbles inside the garnet film. The bubbles are cylindrical domains, with diameter 2R 8:2 0:1 m, of reverse magnetization separated by a continuous magnetized film (see Fig. 1 ) [8] . Application of an external magnetic field H z parallel (antiparallel) to the bubble magnetization direction increases (decreases) the size of the cylindrical domains. For the magnetic field strengths used here, H z < 7000 A=m, the bubble shape remains circular and the lattice keeps its hexagonal form, as seen from the microscope images in Fig. 1 . The bubble array pattern is then fully described by the lattice constant a and the bubble area fraction [9] . In part (b) of Fig. 1 we show the continuous domain area fraction 1 ÿ (squares) and the lattice constant a (circles) of the lattice measured as a function of the external magnetic field. The bubble area fraction linearly decreases with increasing magnetic field H z normal to the film while the lattice constant only changes marginally [10] .
The colloidal suspension consist of polystyrene paramagnetic particles with a diameter D 2:8 m and effective magnetic susceptibility 0:17 (Dynabeads M-270). In aqueous solution the particles are electrostatic stabilized by the dissociation of surface carboxylic groups (COO ÿ ). We coat the film with a thin layer of polysodium-4-styrene sulfonate to prevent adhesion of the particles to the film [11] . A water drop containing 7 10 6 beads=ml was placed on top of the garnet film and the particle . Three coils perpendicular to each other provide the external magnetic field. The video-microscope used to visualize the particles and the magnetic bubble array has been described in detail in Ref. [12] . In a magnetic field H a paramagnetic particle of volume V acquires a magnetic moment m VH along the field. Its magnetic energy is E ÿm H / H 2 , where is the magnetic susceptibility of the water. Without external field, the particles are attracted toward the bubble domain walls, where the magnetic stray field of the film is maximal. If we ignore the field of the neighboring magnetic bubbles the field has cylindrical symmetry and each particle position on the bubble domain boundary has the same energy. One can break this symmetry with an external field. We use a precessing magnetic field of frequency and precession angle #:
H Ĥcos#e z sin# coste x sinte y : (1) This field, when averaged over one period of the modulation, has no preferred direction and motion into a particular direction can only be achieved via symmetry breaking for the individual particles. The macroscopic particle flux vanishes identically since the dipole interaction between the particles are negligible compared to the particle garnet film interaction. We independently vary the normal component of the external field, H z Ĥ cos# which alters the size of the bubble domains, and the frequency of the rotating in-plane component H xy that modulates the periodic energy landscape in time. The planar magnetic field component H xy is small (H xy < 10 4 A=m) and does not deform the magnetic bubble array. However, it allows us to change the magnetic energy landscape above the garnet film.
Diffusion and transport of a colloidal particle can be characterized by the correlation function
with rt the two-dimensional particle position at time t and h i a time average. In the present experiment we find in the long time limit a power law behavior with exponent . Depending on the field and frequency we observe localized ( 0), superdiffusive ( > 1), and ballistic ( 2) motion of the particles. First, we show the effect of varying the magnetic field H z normal to the film at constant frequency and constant in-plane magnetic field component ( 21:9 s ÿ1 , H xy 1432 A=m). Figure 2 shows the correlation function versus time for a particle in the driven system at four different values of H z . Periodic behavior of C was found for both small fields, H z < 0:21M s and for sufficiently large fields, H z > 0:36M s , as exemplified by the graphs for H z 0 (open triangles) and H z 0:41M s (filled triangles), respectively. These field intervals represent two different regimes of localized particle motion. At low fields, the particles are orbiting along the circular bubble boundary [13] . Increasing H z decreases the bubble size and increases the interstitial region between adjacent bubbles. At the threshold value H 1 z 0:21M s , the particle orbit around the bubble becomes unstable and the particle starts to move through the lattice on top of the continuous domain by orbiting around roughly half of a magnetic bubble before moving on to the next bubble. Near the threshold, this delocalized motion is characterized by a superdiffusive exponent of 1:4. The exponent continuously increases with H z (0:21M s H z 0:24M s ) and the typical particle trajectory straightens out with increasing persistence length of the path. Eventually the exponent levels off close to 2 and we observe a ballistic motion of the particle through the bubble array. This dynamical region extend up to a field of 0:34M s . Further increase of H z induces dynamic transitions in reversed order. The system returns to a superdiffusive behavior in the range 0:34M s H z 0:36M s . Above, H z > 0:36M s , the particle becomes again localized and now with a triangular orbit around the interstitial region between three magnetic bubbles [bottom (d) of Fig. 3 ]. Typical particle trajectories in the various regimes are depicted in the bottom of Fig. 3 and in videos in [14] .
Shown in the upper panel of Fig. 3 is the full phase diagram of the motion as a function of H z and and the variation of the exponent with H z is shown for 21:9 s ÿ1 in the inset. The diagram underscores that the transition from a localized orbit toward a ballistic motion via the intermediate superdiffusive regime is a common feature of this transition. All thresholds in H z increase with increasing frequency up to 60 s ÿ1 . At this frequency the different thresholds start to approach each other and above 123 s ÿ1 the ballistic motion is no longer possible. At frequencies exceeding 160 s ÿ1 also the superdiffusive regime vanishes and the particles are localized for all values of H z .
The presence of the two superdiffusive regions bridging the localized and ballistic motion suggests a continuous transition from one dynamical state to the next one.
At low H z the particles are localized and orbit the bubbles. The field H z displaces the particles from the bubble boundaries into the continuous domain leading to orbits with larger radius as the H z increases while the bubble radius itself decreases. Obviously the trapping efficiency of a bubble decreases with increasing H z . The particles orbit the bubbles with a frequency ! o that is synchronous with the external field frequency in the entire localized regime. As soon as the motion enters the superdiffusive regime there is no longer an orbit frequency around the bubble. Instead we characterize the motion by the transit frequency ! t 2=T of a particle traversing one unit cell of the bubble array, where T is the transit time averaged over the total path of the superdiffusive particle. Figure 4 shows the behavior of ! o and ! t versus H z . We find that the superdiffusive regime has a transit frequency that is incommensurable to the modulation frequency. The particles need more than a cycle to traverse one unit cell. If the transition from localized to superdiffusive motion is of second order one would expect the normalized transit frequency ! t = to increase continuously from zero as one enters the superdiffusive regime. In Fig. 4 we see an increase in ! t versus H z . However, whether or not this frequency rises from zero upon entering the superdiffusive regime cannot be resolved with our measurements. In the ballistic regime the transit frequency ! t becomes synchronized with the modulation frequency. The ballistic path of the trajectory of Fig. 3(c) is not entirely periodic. When the particles leave one bubble and move to the next they meander slightly in the region between the bubbles. The time spent between the bubbles is used to restore the phase locking with the external signal. The particles have some time to rest in the interstitial region waiting there to be picked up by the energy minimum circling around the next bubble. The rest in the interstitial region hence serves as a feedback mechanism correcting for possible errors in phase during the motion from one unit cell to the next.
It should also be emphasized that the ballistic regime is not a result of some preferred direction. We observe particles moving in any of the six crystallographic directions of the array. The direction of motion is decided by the phase of the particle. Particles traveling in directions n2=6 have a corresponding phase lag and move from one bubble to the next at times t nT=6. A movie (ballistic2.mpg) of particles simultaneously moving in different crystallographic directions is available as supporting information in [14] . When we increase H z to enter the second superdiffusive regime the transition frequency ! t drops again and becomes incommensurate to the modulation frequency. Also the role of the interstitial and the bubble domain regions becomes reversed. Particles are now more attracted to the interstitial region and repelled from the bubble boundaries, there orientation is dominated by H z that is oriented antiparallel to the bubbles. At large values of H z the particles become localized and orbit the interstitials. In the bottom of Fig. 4 we summarize the various modes of motion by showing typical trajectories of the particles through the unit cell.
In conclusion, we have shown experimentally a novel system with emergent phenomena such as ballistic [15] and superdiffusive [16] transport of particles through a periodic energy landscape. In contrast to recent numerical predictions [15] no external field that breaks the sixfold symmetry is needed to obtain a ballistic transport in one of the symmetry broken ballistic directions. We explored the dynamics of paramagnetic colloidal particles driven through a magnetic bubble lattice by external magnetic field modulation. We observe a sequence of field induced transitions from localized motion via superdiffusive transport to a ballistic motion and reverse. Measurement of the transit frequency through a unit cell reveals an incommensurability of the transit and modulation frequency in the superdiffusive regime. The emerging motion may be useful for microfluidic applications like the programmed directed or dispersed transport of biological entities attached to the colloidal particles.
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